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The Women’s Club of Forest Hills Is Bringing Bridge Back By Christine O’Brien Beydoun



From the earliest of days in the history of the Gardens, bridge, (a card game played with a standard deck of 52 cards with four players, set up as two against two in a partnership, with the object of winning “tricks”) was enjoyed in many homes around the neighborhood during its heyday in the 1940s and 50s. After many years of decline, it is showing signs of returning as a favored leisure time pursuit in our neighborhood. Since the very beginning of the club in 1913, the Women’s Club of Forest Hills has hosted a philanthropic luncheon for over one hundred attendees in order to raise money for Queens based charities. In the Club’s early days, bridge was a major component of their fundraising efforts. Local women paid the whopping sum of $15 in the 1920s to be served tea and then break into foursomes for an afternoon of bridge play. This annual tradition continued for many years, until around late midcentury, when the number of available players had dwindled and members expressed an interest in hosting a fashion show instead.



While bridge was once a mainstay in living rooms around all of New York, it experienced a huge decline in the 1960s and 70s. “With the increase in dual-income families, televisions in every home, together with the rising crime rate in New York City at that time, fewer and fewer individuals felt like venturing out for a card game, especially at night,” suggests Jeff Bayone, owner of the Honors Bridge Club in Manhattan and a Forest Hills Gardens resident. Honors Bridge Club is currently the largest bridge club in the country; it combined with the Manhattan Bridge Club in 2015. “Thankfully, in the mid-90’s the empty-nesters started to appear in droves. They just knew they were living longer and needed rewarding hobbies,” he adds.



Jeff and his wife, Barbara, also a bridge instructor, have lived on Burns Street for the past five years, after moving from Westchester. He grew up in Rego Park, learning to play bridge in a room above the Midway Theatre on Queens Boulevard (The Midway Bridge Club) and always wanted to return to this area. Now with a short stroll from his home, he is assisting many Women’s Club members each Wednesday navigate the challenges of this multi-faceted game at weekly lessons at the Community House. On Thursdays, the Women’s Club members attempt to apply this knowledge at an open game of “supervised play” where an instructor, Forest Hills resident, Jerry Miller, guides and addresses players questions. The Women’s Club Bridge Chapter, currently chaired by Irene Nash and Gretchen Gaudelli, hosts a lovely monthly luncheon, followed by contract bridge play, in Smith Hall with about forty players in attendance for the bargain price of $4. Contract bridge is where the partners “make a contract” for the number of “tricks” they anticipate winning.



“From the very start of the Club, bridge has played a big part. Lessons with instructors such as George O’Malley, Norman Joost, Frosty Hanna, and Peter Hoffman, were held weekly, and monthly luncheons with sandwiches and tea were a staple,” said Irene Nash. “Everyone traveled with a deck of cards in those days,” adds Gretchen Gaudelli, referring to the 1960s and 1970s. “It wasn’t uncommon for members to play bridge on bus trips or even during the fashion shows. There would always be at least five or six tables set up in the back of the room.” She named off long time Gardens residents and Women’s Club members like Ginger Garrett, Fran Watson, Ann Asch, Bobbi Maline, Dorothy Weber, Patt Dougherty, Maggie Brady, Nancy Tarenzi, Karen Van Westering, Pam O’Malley and Philomenia Healy who would play at every opportunity during this time. “When I joined the Women’s Club, everyone played bridge. Actually, everyone in the neighborhood played bridge, that is until women started to work outside the home,” stated Freya Butler. Today, approximately twenty percent of the Women’s Clubs’ three hundred members play bridge either in weekly games held in their homes around the Gardens, at Women’s Club gatherings at the Community House or at the West Side Tennis Club and that number appears to be growing lately thanks to Jeff’s and Jerry’s efforts. Another of our local institutions, The West Side Tennis Club, also had a large bridge playing membership in years past. Duplicate bridge games, where players at a table are dealt a hand of cards that are subsequently passed on to another table, and then to another, and so on and scores are compared in the end, were held on Fridays at the Club in the 1970s and 1980s. “The Club House would be filled with bridge players – both men and women,” recalls Ulises Giberga. Participants would enjoy an early dinner at 6 pm, and then break out into the various rooms to play bridge afterwards. “Humbert Graziadei ran the open duplicate bridge game until 1991 – when he was well into his 90’s – a perfect example of how bridge can keep you active. Anywhere from eight to ten tables of players would participate,” he added. The WSTC bridge players even joined the InterClub Contract League in 1979, which pitted its members against each other. The league had ten clubs as members: Harvard, Yale, Metropolitan, Regency Whilst, University, Harmonie, Colony, Cosmopolitan, NY Athletic, and the WSTC. The WSTC team won the championship four times, the last being in 1991, with team members that included Humbert, Otto Overby, Ulises Giberga, Peter Hoffman, Lou Coccaro, Norman Joost, Gerry Asch, David Blanksteen, Frosty Hanna, Georgia Judson, and Jane McIntyre. “Eventually we had to drop out of the league when we found it difficult to field a really competitive team,” added Giberga.



Back in the 70’s, another neighborhood bridge tradition was started. Bobbie Schneider, both a WC and WSTC member, began annual contract bridge gatherings in the WSTC main dining room, where an elaborate luncheon would be enjoyed, followed by bridge play, complete with wonderful prizes. Over the years, various locals have chaired this event such as Jean Frangos, Norma Barnett, Liz Pfohl, Beth DiLiberta, Lauretta Leddy, and Norma Schnyder. Enjoyed by many, this year’s luncheon is scheduled for Wednesday, June 15th. While bridge may not represent as



important of a role at the WSTC as it once did, the club still has a designated “card room” that is in use by its members on any given day, but card players can frequently also be found in the Club’s library or even in the dining room between meal service.



The game of bridge was supposedly introduced to New York in the 1890’s and supplanted a card game known as Whist in card rooms. While there was a time that women were not welcomed in bridge clubs, now it has grown to millions of casual players of all sexes, ages, races, and nationalities. “Today, world-wide, bridge is growing tremendously, in countries like China, Russia – all over southeast Asia really,” remarks Bayone. “We are doing our part to help it grow in New York. With over fifty different player development programs each week, anything from beginner classes, intermediate classes, supervised play ten times a week, etc. – bridge players are coming out for the social benefits as well as the physical aspects. Out of our two thousand members, there is almost no incidence of Alzheimers. There is some, but rare. We find that people who played bridge their whole lives continue to play at a reasonably good level even when they can no longer find their way home or remember who they had played with all afternoon at the club that very day. Bridge is hard wired in,” he added. “An interesting thing about the game is how it can be enjoyed on any level as long as you are playing with others at that level. And it just keeps getting better as you begin to understand its subtleties and complexities,” he continues. With its own weekly classes, supervised play and monthly luncheons at the Community House, the Women’s Club of Forest Hills hopes to bring bridge back as a major pastime for the enjoyment of all Gardens residents. While some may say that bridge is all about intellect and memory, others would suggest it is all about mathematics, percentages, and psychology. When various Forest Hills Gardens residents were surveyed for their response to “What is bridge and why learn it?” the responses supported the game’s complexity and draw.



Jeff Bayone: “Bridge is a great detective story, with an important clue in every bid and card played.” Fouad Beydoun: “Bridge is a civilized war among friends.” Karen Van Westering: “I enjoy it for the mental challenge - always something new to learn (and forget!)” Regina Eggers: “I like to play bridge because of the nice people you meet – and it keeps the brain sharp!” Monica Vallas: “Where in Queens can you mingle with other bridge players and enjoy a fabulous lunch.” Ann Chamberlain: “Bridge is intellectually engrossing and challenging, lots of fun and very social.” Irene Nash: “Good mental exercise – a challenge; social – good friends; convenient; welcoming to new players.”



Mabel Steinberg: “Bridge is a lot of fun when you get great cards. Besides, it is just a game – enjoy it!” Gretchen Gaudelli: “Everyone should learn to play bridge! A wonderful clever and thoughtful challenge – fun till you’re a hundred plus two!” Mia Brewington: “I like bridge because I like playing cards – and if you like cards, try bridge!” Joan Sullivan: “Bridge has given me an opportunity to develop new friendships and the game is always challenging; many thanks to the Women’s Club of Forest Hills!” Joan Igoe: “Bridge stimulates friendships and the brain. Also it’s great fun!” Bobbi Maline: “When I was a child, my parents played bridge (no TV, etc.) with four daughters. We always managed a game. I am now in my 89th year of playing and enjoy it more than ever. It not only gives your brain a workout but you have companionship with all these lovely ladies.” Barbara Marsh: “I find bridge a challenging and enjoyable game. One can begin to enjoy playing after a few lessons, but need to make it a long-term goal to play well. Additionally, it is a lovely way to socialize.” Ida Pecorini: “It keeps the wheels turning while you meet friends and have nice competitions.” Judi Volk-Weiss: “I like the challenge of bridge and the social aspect of it.” Dolores Carroll: “Challenging fun; brain food” Barbara Neale: “Where else (besides bridge) can you exercise your brain and eat snacks at the same time?” Doris Evans: “Bridge keeps my brain functioning, using mental strategies.” Angela Berardino: “I am so glad I joined the Women’s Club - so many activities and such wonderful people. Playing games keeps my brain active!” Wendy Bachman: “It may sound counterintuitive, but I find Bridge quite relaxing. It is impossible to think about anything else while playing - it forces me to take a break from daily worries or concerns.” Lamia Beydoun: “It's like learning a new language. The possibilities are endless and it keeps me thinking. Also, I made so many new friends along the way. I love the social aspect of the game.” Beth DiLiberto: “Bridge is socially engaging (your friends will tell you what you should have done). Mentally stimulating (you'll tell yourself what you could have done), and has the best snacks (think bridge mix and Norma Schnyder's cookies). What more could you ask for in one game?” Ulises Giberga: “Bridge is a sophisticated, complex and challenging game that tests your communications skills as well as your partner's. Basically you both have to “speak the same language” when playing the game. Bridge is an aid to keeping your mind functioning properly, and there are many senior citizens who swear that playing bridge helps to keep their minds alert.” Catherine Wigdor: "I play bridge to sharpen my mind and have fun with friends." Ellen Honig: “I'm hoping that it will help me postpone Alzheimer's!!” Karlene Reilly: “I love playing bridge because you are constantly learning. I have been taking lessons for years and at every lesson I discover something new. Playing bridge is a wonderful way to connect with people and to develop life long



friendships. Bridge keeps one's mind very active. I am so pleased that the WC is promoting more bridge. I would love to see us have a duplicate game.” Rick Marsh: “In order to be a good bridge player, one must use logic and analysis, psychology, strategy, the ability to communicate with a partner in accordance with the bidding and playing rules, the ability to remember and concentrate, etc. These are skills that I have to some degree and which I wish to improve. Best of all is the camaraderie and friendly competition (not so friendly for some people!) with partner and opponents. Sorry guys, I like being partners with my wife!” Nancy VanDerbeck: “As a player, I'm very pleased to see the growing interest in bridge by club members - good duplicate play is competitive and generally attracts intermediate players or higher. Programs like bridge at the Women's Club are helpful in "training" players.” Dorothy Patt Dougherty: “You cannot be a widow in FH and NOT play bridge! Bridge is a great distraction for someone in mourning because you must be alert at all times, even with a poor hand. One’s mind can drift off when reading or watching TV, but not when playing bridge.” Maggie Brady: “I started playing bridge so long ago, it was ok to open with FOUR of a major! Now if that gives you the false impression that I must be good, wrong! I only played for a short time back then and didn't pick up the game again until the WCOFH started Open Bridge. What a great idea that was. Now the third Monday of the month at the CH means bridge and mini lunch. It has been great fun "relearning" the game.” Anonymous Ingram Street Resident: “Bridge is a challenge worth undertaking for your brain and fun. Focus and patience are reinforced as you learn the game. Eventually it becomes fun (I hope!).”
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Tualatin Hills United Soccer Club 

2019-2020 Solicitud de Ayuda Financiera - Fecha límite: * 1 de junio de, 2019 ... Si se aplica y recibir ayuda financier
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OLD SCHOOL IS BACK. 

men, HÃ¶llengrooves â€“ â€ºemotionale Herz-Schmerz-Balladenâ€¹ kÃ¶nnen sie aber auch. Das Power-Trio grÃ¤bt die heiligen Wurzeln des Rock aus und klingt dabei ...
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protection of the bolivian amazon forest 

15 mar. 2012 - manager and is living in the instance with his family as of 1 November 2011. ...... modalidad de CAT SAN
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PRELUDE BRINGING IN THE LIGHT THE LIGHT OF 

hace 5 días - O God, our refuge and fortress, forgive us when we fail to trust in you. ... for less than the abundant ge
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protection of the bolivian amazon forest 

Age: According the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica (Encuesta de Hogares 2007 y. 2008), the age ... being used for a gr
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Bridge 

Lorke. FÃ¼r VerbesserungsvorschlÃ¤ge und Hinweise auf Fehler ist. Autor und Herausgeber dankbar. Bridgezentrum Telgte-MÃ¼nsterland. Lorke. DE 48291 Telgte ...
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What is some of the history of the restored diaconate 

Ellos son llamados diáconos transitorios porque en poco tiempo serán ordenados sacerdotes. ... El Oficio Real de Cristo:
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Studies On Womens Poetry Of The Golden Age Tras El 

PDF File: Studies On Womens Poetry Of The Golden Age Tras El Espejo La Musa ... professional repairman, to be able to as
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history time the bridge of swords comic passend zu ... AWS 

If you want to possess a one-stop search and find the proper manuals on your products, you can visit this website that delivers many History Time The Bridge Of. Swords Comic Passend Zu English G Lighthouse 2 Und Headlight 2. You can get the manual yo
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THE REST OF US IS DEAD 

permanentes rhythmisches Kopfnicken zu verfallen. FÃ¼r Stoner Rock zu dreckig, fÃ¼r Southern Rock zu heavy, fÃ¼r Doom Metal zu energiegeladen, aber.
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the rest of us is dead 

und fand in Daniel Rapp (Vocals) und Mark Dittel (Bass) die ideale ErgÃ¤nzung. 2015/2016 spielten The Rest Of Us Is Dead erste kleinere Club-Gigs und auf ...
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stronger than The girl is the tallest of the three 

4 Tom plays tennis good / well. 5 The music was very loud / loudly. 6 The old lady spoke soft / softly. A Complete the s
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stronger than The girl is the tallest of the three 

A Complete the sentences with the correct comparative form of the adjective in brackets. 1 An elephant is . ... (beautif
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housing is back 01 architekten beziehen position 

This type of Housing Is Back 01 Architekten Beziehen Position Zum Wohnungsbau Mit Beitrafaa Gen In Dt U Engl. Spr can be a very detailed document. You will ...
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BOY IS BACK IN TOWN PDF 

BOY IS BACK IN TOWN PDF - Our collection Article Ebook boy is back in town is recomended for you. And our collection is always available. You can finding boy is back in town in the biggest our collection ebooks, in our collection website. Perfect for
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Experimental verification of integral bridge ... - Semantic Scholar 

28.02.2014 - tween the new integral abutments and the fixed point of the bridge can .... (c) transition slab in place; (d) placement of the embankment above.
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â€œTrouble In Stereo is back!â€� 

21. Oct 2006 Wurm Festival, Neumarkt/Kallham (OÃ–) · 14. Oct 2006 Make Me Bad Festival, Sigharting (OÃ–) · 9. Sep 2006 Kick n Gig Festival, Kapfenberg (Stmk).
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los ruidos del bosquethe sounds of the forest -90pdf ... AWS 

This. Los. Ruidos. Del. Bosquethe. Sounds. Of. The. Forest. PDF on the files/S3Library-8f66e-5aa73-Ad7d3-1f1e9-C4e1d.pdf
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A 10% reserve of credits is to be held back until the bankfull event 

27 abr. 2016 - MCB Camp Lejeune Base. Entry Road. 852.20. 180.00. 2010-00436. Camp Lejeune Base Entry. Point & Road
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what is the purpose of the law - ObreroFiel 

Al nacer, nuestra mente era como un pizarrón vacío. Mediante ... derecho de que Cristo señoree sobre su vida. ... “derec
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womens murder club 4 falle in einer pdf AWS 

Are you looking for womens murder club 4 falle in einer PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download womens murder club 4 falle in einer Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop,. Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever befo
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das 9 urteil womens murder club by james patterson ... AWS 

This. Das 9 Urteil Womens Murder Club By James Patterson PDF on the files/S3Library-0b5b4-Abdbe-8cad5-9c47d-8e01d.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the. Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if 
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die 11 stunde womens murder club by james ... AWS 

This. Die 11 Stunde Womens Murder Club By James Patterson PDF on the files/S3Library-0bf2e-40837-8ce49-160b2-1fca5.pdf file begin with Intro, Brief Discussion until the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, if 
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Canon Power SX500 IS Back Cover Ersatz 

Die rÃ¼ckseitige Abdeckung Ersatz behebt Risse oder Kratzer auf dem Deckel und ist eine. Voraussetzung fÃ¼r viele der anderen ErsatzfÃ¼hrungen. Geschrieben ...
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